ESSENCE AND NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISM AS A THREAT TO THE INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

ABSTRACT

The first association that comes to mind after hearing the phrase „contemporary religious fundamentalism” are usually terrorist attacks made by Islamic fighters in western countries. However, it is a fact, that today’s religious fundamentalism is no longer connected only with religion. Its protestant roots are reaching back previous centuries. Also, fundamentalism itself was often a base to terror acts carried out by some radical groups. In this article, author brings closer the concept of fundamentalism itself, points the genesis of religious fundamentalism, and explains its contemporary essence, and nature.
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INTRODUCTION

Contemporary religious fundamentalism is an extremely complex phenomenon, despite of some simple thoughts that appear in our minds when we hear that phrase. Those simplifies are not appear without the reason. In XXI century we were witnesses of many terrorism acts made by Islamic fighters. They had political aims, but religious motivations. For example we can point World Trade Center attacks in New York, September 11th 2001, bombs at trains in Madrid on March 11th 2004, and London on 7th, and 2nd July 2005. Understanding nature of contemporary religious fundamentalism requires knowledge about its sources, essence, and character. To achieve that, we do not only need to go back to origins of religious fundamentalism phenomenon, but also we have to define the word „fundamentalism”.
When trying to understand reasons, why contemporary religious fundamentalism is a threat to international security, one should to keep in mind that original religions, the source of further fundamental movements, are not incite for violence. The fundamentalists, who are using selected semi-truths are making them aggressive. The purpose of this article is to point out origins, and characteristics of religious fundamentalisms itself, to highlight phenomena, that some traditional religious values, after manipulation, are being used by fundamentalists as a fighting tool. In the article, author will solve the research problem, which is contained in the question: what are the characteristics of contemporary religious fundamentalism, and what is its essence, and nature due to threats to international security?

**FUNDAMENTALIZM – AREA AND BOUNDARIES OF THE CONCEPT**

To be able to correctly point sense, and character of contemporary religious fundamentalism, it is necessary to explain what the word „fundamentalism” means itself. Albert Pawłowski refuses opinion, that fundamentalism bases are exclusively religious, and he defines it as:

„[...] pick of ideas dominating political essence (thoughts, attitudes, ideologies, doctrines, programs, social movement, or governance methods – in all of them at the same time, or only in some of them), which essence is value system aspiring to be universal, and necessary to achieve happiness in describable time and space, also containing self-realization directive regardless of conditions”

Author of this definition points out 5 phases of fundamentalism development:

- Phase of *thoughts* – time, when bases, and opinions has its beginnings, which were not spread out before.
- Phase of *ideology* – time, when thoughts, and opinions are becoming ideas, and main subject of some group, but are not spread yet.
- Phase of *doctrine* – time when ideas become organized, and systematized.

---

• Phase of *movement* – time when organized, and systematized doctrines, or ideas achieve high level of consistency, and are being spread outside the group where they are born.
• Phase of *fundamentalistic totalism of power*\(^{46}\).

Despite of the area where one wants to think about fundamentalism, there are some synonyms connected with that word, such as „origins”, „beginnings”, „source”, „identity”\(^{47}\). For most European countries the word „fundamentalism” is an English\(^{48}\) *cliché*. Making the proper definition of the word “fundamentalism” should contain several areas of social activity, and other phenomena, which can be described as fundamentalist, such as social, political and religious movements, and its doctrinal bases proclaiming return to conservative values while lack of its interpretation\(^{49}\). Enzo Pace, and Piero Stefani in their considerations say, that if we want to set definitional boundaries of fundamentalism, we need to remember three rules. The first of them assumes, that talking about fundamentalism should happen only in the plural – it is because of that fundamentalisms has their origins in mixed environments, and different contexts (cultural and religious), so using plural form allows to mark that fact in the tone of that word. Secondly, fundamentalism cannot be assigned only to most radical forms of expressing ideas, it also cannot be understand as simple as a fanatism, because groups which created it does not refer to doctrines, or ideologies referred to using simple violence in opposition to spread opinions. Thirdly, and finally, fundamentalisms has their reasons in one of the great religion (Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, Sikhism), and they preach return to forgotten in actual times, conservative values, and giving them dominant position. So it can be understand as political role of religion\(^{50}\).

Franciszek Mincer draws attention to the fact, that sometimes we can observe some differences between doctrine of specific group, and their holy books provisions. That is why common man can see fundamentalists unlikely. For example, opponents of Islamists can consider them in negative way because of polygamy, women discrimination, or circumcision of boys. Meanwhile prophet Mohammed accepted polygamy, he did not do it to treat women as object, but to

---
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help them finding a new man in their lives, when late one died in the battle. In the Quran, circumcision of boys is not even mentioned, and seeing as traditional practice of hiding women’s faces came to Arabia after Mohammed’s death.

**ORIGINS OF CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISM**

Precursors of contemporary religious fundamentalism are being considered American protestants movements. They started at the end of the 19th century. In the time of industrial revolution, religious organizations had to adapt their programs to a changing reality. Liberal part of American protestants paid attention to fact, that in dynamically developing world, Holy Bible could not be longer seen as a source of indisputable facts. It should be rather considered as set of metaphors. As an example it can be taken biblical creation of first man, which become false with the statement of the science achievements.

In response to these postulates had been publishing a bunch of traditional essays, called „The Fundamentals of Faith”. They became a sort of set of most important ideological stances, and operating principles. Theirs basis was determined by the statement, that everything that questions whatever is in Holy Bible, is a sin, because Bible is the one, and the only source of God’s will. Second statement pointed, that the World will become worse and worse, till the Final Judgment will come. Also, there was a rule, that defined fundamentalists behavior – separatism. Fundamentalists tried to stand out from the others religious organizations instead of fighting against them – they tried to set clear border between „us – righteous”, and „them – opponents”.

Tactic of the early protestant fundamentalists in the struggle against liberalism was creating alliances. In the year 1917 when initiative of William Bell Riley, and A.C. Dixon an association was established, aimed at literal interpretation of the Holy Bible. Two years later in Philadelphia took place a conference where *World’s Christian Fundamentals Association* was created, bringing together thousands of conservative Christians. Leaders of this
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association were visiting American cities, running an expansive campaign against „Antichrist”, full of aggressive war rhetoric.

In the beginning of the 1920’s, there was an escalation of the conflict between conservative, and liberal protestants. Conservatives did not only criticize their opponents at the religious area, but they also started to attack science achievements, opposite to their ideology. The major example is Darwin’s theory of evolution. Fundamentalists accused scientific knowledge, that new waves of young people, who accepted evolution theory as the real way of human birth, began to turn away from the religion. Also, a research has been made, and its results show, that there is relationship between the level of education, and the chance for turn away from religion (the higher level of education – the bigger chance). Also, conservative fundamentalists blamed scientist for starting World War I. Because of them new weapons, and bombs were created.

The climax of conservative fundamentalists campaign was unprecedented „Scopes’ Trial”. It have taken place in Dayton, Tennessee in 1925. In that trial, a biology teacher was accused, and sentenced for teaching evolutionism, what was conflicted with the law in the Tennessee state. Leaders of protestant fundamentalists opted for throwing out Darwin’s theory of evolution from schools. The trial itself quickly became the reason for national debate on ideological topics. Even despite losing the trail by accused teacher, that moment was the time, when the power of protestant fundamentalists started to fall down.

Since the 1930’s, public opinion did not pay so much attention for activity of protestant conservatives in USA as earlier, also, their leaders started to focus on institutionalization. That was a time, when organizations as Christian Crusade, League of America, and Christian Anti-Communism Crusade were formed. Fundamentalists started to gain their lost position in 1970’s. That time, they could use mass media (newspapers, radio, television) for their own purposes. They were ambitious, and determined to make an influence to the presidential election results. Finally, fundamentalists power again started
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decreasing – it happened after Bill Clinton’s winning run for presidency, just before the end of XX century\textsuperscript{60}.

**FUNDAMENTALISM TODAY**

In contemporary world fundamentalism (not only the religious one) became a global problem. Due to a fact, that it can embrace many areas of human activity, pointing its sense, and character remains a very difficult task. In order to achieve that, the fundamentalism can be understood as:

- **Political ideology** – fundamentalists try to replace secular law with religious one. They split whole world between good ones (fundamentalists), and bad ones (their opposition). They also refuses tolerance, secularity, pluralism, and group interests put over individual ones.
- **Social movement** – fundamentalists try to subordinate all social life aspects to religious values represented in their religion, and by them.
- **Religious movement** – appears as an aspiration to make socio-legal rules would be set by religion. The truth is written in the Holy Bible, which is the one and only God’s will, so there is a need to read it literally, without any interpretations.
- **Extremism** – understood as readiness to use all necessary means, including radical ones, when conservative values, and the foundations of faith need to be protected.
- **Postmodern movement** – denying all signs of globalization, opposition to state secularity, critique of democracy, liberalism, and religious tolerance\textsuperscript{61}.

Trait of all religious fundamentalists, no matter in what religion they have their origins is, that they try to prove, that if state policy is conducted in neutral way (without references to Final Judgement), they sentence themselves, and societies they rule to moral corruption. Fundamentalists does not only write, and spread their ideas – they are actively involved in social, political, and religious fight, arguing this as their best chance to present their rights\textsuperscript{62}. It’s this involvement in people’s lives, which differs fundamentalism from conservatism.

To fully understand the sense of religious fundamentalism, it is necessary to point out some traits, that need to be present to talk about it. That are:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Ibidem, p. 95.
  \item E. Pace, P. Stefani, *Współczesny fundamentalizm...,* pp. 17-18.
\end{itemize}
• Critique for government which left the rules, and laws of religion.
• Treating religious „back to roots“ as a cure to moral corruption in society. It usually goes with treating a holy book of specific religion as a source of absolute knowledge.
• Being the only group who tells the truth, the only righteous one.
• Identifying everyone who does not agree with fundamentalists ideology as enemies.
• Spreading represented by them laws, and rules on other life areas, such as social, cultural, or political. Trying to subordinating them to religious laws.
• High level of activity on social, and political fields in the terms of attempting to overthrow the old order, and replacing it by new. That activity is justified by „overriding reasons”, “greatness”

Other way helpful for understanding sense, and character of the contemporary religious fundamentalism is to look at it from the perspective of its representatives. Firstly, fundamentalists are trying to find religious-motivated consequences in everything that happen. Even if a specific circumstance does not provide those consequences itself, fundamentalists will try to find it in a convicted subject. Evil things happen not only because they are bad in their nature, but also because people who do them are bad. Secondly, fundamentalists lump all enemies together, despite of their opinions, or ideas. It does not matter if about it is a liberal journalist, politician, church representative, or even ordinary person promoting tolerance, and freedom of speech – all of them are described as one, and is being identified as an powerful enemy. Thirdly, it is characteristic for fundamentalists, that their way of thinking is connected with trying to find hidden symbols everywhere, where it is only possible.

This way of understanding the world is very reasonable, at least from the personal optics of fundamentalists, and their perspective of conducting battles. Lumping together their enemies makes them easier to defend attacks, along with justify their own mistakes, and explain them by enemy smartness. It also makes easier to manipulate believers with scaring, and disturbing them. Each event can by simply described, and justified as a „God’s intervention“, even if it seems not like this at the first impression, and every man behind it can be blamed to be “Satan’s puppet”.

---
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Despite of many common traits that are repeated in every religious fundamentalism, no matter where it has its origins, there is some connection between religious system, and a chance to appear fundamentalist movement inside that organization. The largest movements were in Christianity and Islam. These two religions are both monotheistic (faith that there is only one God), and dogmatic (belief about existence of some truths, that have to be accepted by all devotees, and adapted in religious, and social reality). Both of this characteristics are obligatory to possibility of fundamentalism arise. The fact, that fundamentalisms born in Buddhism, or Hinduism, never gained such an influence like their Christian, and Islamic equivalents, only confirms that reason. That comes due to fact, that Buddhism and Hinduism have much more diversions inside, than Christianity, or Islam (besides their internal diversities). Buddhism and Hinduism are more faith, and belief systems, than religions, and inside of them one can find groups, that do not believe in any God. So we can strongly agree, that ideological integrity of specific religion can rise probability of fundamentalism to arise inside it. No matter what fundamentalism we talk about, nowadays it takes form of political ideology, more often than true religious revival. That is why we can consider it as political-religious phenomena. Fundamentalists are trying to politicize religion, trying to replace secular order by God’s power, targeting their rebellion not only against specific state, but also modern world order. According to their beliefs, civilizations are graded by religions, so they are in opposition to cultural modernity.

Rise of contemporary political-religious fundamentalisms may be associated to Islam only, but in fact it happens in all great religions. In all of them we can find groups that are against modern culture, society, and politics. The most important conflict remains that with modernism. The rise of fundamentalisms is a kind of social response to international, globalized morality. Their role is to connect small, and local cultures into one, and spreading postulates to make them more value. For most of people, the word „fundamentalism“ has a negative connotation. It is being used in order to describe

---
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fundamentalists as people who has old-fashioned beliefs, and to make difficult spreading it out for them.\(^69\)

If we want to talk about fundamentalism as a kind of political movement, we need to point out some of its characteristics, which will be helpful to understand its essence, including:

- **Unambiguous negative mark for contemporary world changes**\(^70\) – fundamentalists do not doubt, that we live in the times of moral disaster, refutation of God and religion. That can cause moral, cultural, or economic disaster.
- **„Golden Age” myth** – fundamentalists think, that the only way to protect humanity from disaster is to reverse to the past, when (religious) believers were ready to sacrifice themselves in the name of higher targets.
- **Millenarism**\(^71\) – fundamentalists say, that we live in the times of waiting for Messiah, who is going to set God’s Kingdom on Earth, and split believers from sinners.
- **Anti-democratic character** – it comes due to seeing by fundamentalists world in dual categories: „we-them”. So, as a group that consider itself as the only righteous and truth-speaking, they do not accept and do not follow rules of political pluralism\(^72\).

### CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISM AS A SOURCE OF VIOLENCE

To understand, why going back to traditional values is not only justifying of aggressive activities, but also is a fighting tool in the hands of radical groups\(^73\), we need to pay attention to some events, that are happening inside a specific religion.

---


\(^70\) This behavior of religious fundamentalists can be described as the “future shock” paradigm proposed by Alvin Toffler. The return to conservatism of some individuals is, in his opinion, one of the defensive reactions to too rapid changes taking place in society. See more: A. Toffler, *Szok przyszłości*, Przeźmierowo 2007, p. 279.


First thing, that distinguish Christian fundamentalism from Islamic, and decides about warlike character of the second one, is the way in which the believers of each of these groups participate. In Christianity there is a voluntary membership, but in Islam it became more like religious crusade, with the aim of conquering whole world, and subordinating it to Allah. Before that happen, fundamentalists will try to make religious order in all Islamic states. It will allow to create „God’s state”, from which will start further Islamic expansion to the rest of the world. Unfortunately, it is strongly connected with terror acts against civilian in western countries.

Another trait, that determines fundamentalism as source of violence behavior is politicizing. It causes all things that should remain in sacred sphere are infiltrating secular life. What is more, it is imposed to believers of other religions. Politic aims, which Islamic fighters are trying to achieve by violence, are dangerous due to its religious base. Acting that way, give them respect, and appreciation from brothers, and sisters in faith, and increase beliefs about mission’s rightness. In case of suicide terrorists it also helps to overcoming fear of death.

In fundamentalist communities, besides fighters carrying out orders, the leader is also very important. The leader runs the group, and communicates ideas to the community members. It is not necessary for leader to be a believer – it is enough, when the leader is able to „sell” absolute as a remedy for happiness. That „sanctifying” often comes with disinformation, and half-truths. Sometimes they are presented as dogmas to other believers. For fundamentalist leaders it is also important to base their preaches on a holy book – it is not only easier to „rule” with laws and bans, but it also increases followers loyalty (they don’t need to put their faith in leader only, but they can also refer to written source of religion).

---

CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing considerations contained in this article, it should be assumed that the scientific goal of the article has been reached. Answering the research problem contained in the Introduction, it can be said, that word „fundamentalism” is very difficult to define. Its boundaries are fluid, and its conceptual scope can cover many areas of peoples’ activity: ecology, society, culture, politics, or religion. The phenomenon of religious fundamentalisms itself has its origins in conservative American protestant groups from back to XIX, and XX century. Nowadays, groups of fundamentalists share some mutual traits, like stand in opposition to progressive globalization, and promotion necessity of going back to traditional roots. Religious fundamentalism itself, because of its high involvement in social affairs, and wish to establish God’s power, is often considered as political-religious. Politicizing of religious fundamentalisms causes, that in the name of religion, and belief about dominating one of them above others, it comes to terror acts made by their followers. Unfortunately, many times innocent civilians become targets of these attacks. Not only from countries with different dominating religion than attackers, but also often from their own ones.

Religious fundamentalism is one of the majors problems in today's world. Even current global COVID-19 pandemic is considered by fundamentalists as a consequence of God’s wrath. Fanaticism of people who are ready to take their own lives, or worse, other people's lives, in the name of specific ideology, additionally escalated by religious leaders is a great challenge, or even a threat to internal stability of the state, and to international security. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to improve that in the near future. Despite of fact, that we live in a globalized world, where there is a lot said about a religious tolerance, there are some loud individuals, and groups, who are against it, and who are ready to spill blood in the name of their ideology. Until that violent voice will be present in international discussion, threat from contemporary religious fundamentalisms will remain actual.
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